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ABSTRACT 

Most commentators assume that the lines 'Bracchia spectavi sacris admorsa 
colubris/et trahere occultum membra soporis iter' refer to the poet's own 
presence at Augustus' triumphal procession in 29 BC and that the object of 
his gaze is the tableau (attested in Plutarch's Life of Antony 86.6 and Dio 
51.21.8) depicting the death of Cleopatra. The notion of the poet's actually 
'seeing' the effect of the poison, tracing its course up the arms of an effigy, is 
difficult to understand, as many have noted; also, the first-person intrusion 
into a sequence of apostrophes disrupts the logical structure and diminishes 
the impact of the 'Cleopatra vignette'. Moreover, 1. 52, 'accepere tuae 
Romula vincla manus', contradicts historical evidence. Cleopatra killed 
herself rather than process in chains. 

Jeremiah Markland's long-neglected conjectures, 'spectasti' for 'spec- 
tavi', in line 53 (adopted only by Goold in the 1990 Loeb edition) and 
'nec cepere' for 'accepere' in line 52 (in no other edition), are not only pa- 
leographically plausible, but also make better sense in the context and more 
clearly define Propertius' stance in relation to contemporary attitudes. 

On three successive days, beginning August 13, 29 BC, Octavian celebrated 
a triple triumph t o  commemorate his victories in the  Balkans, and over 
Cleopatra at Actium and Alexandria.' According to Plutarch and Dio, 
on the last day-the most memorable (xoAureAcardrrq 6' o h  xai  LO- 
xpexsa~&rq a8rq J1 ASyuxria.)-in lieu of the enemy leader herself, a repre- 
sentation of her suicide was e ~ h i b i t e d . ~  In the  so-called 'Cleopatra-elegy' 

1. For all the sources and a recent full account and discussion of the event, see R.A. 
Gurval, Actium and Augustus: The Politics and Emotions of Civil War (Ann 
Arbor 1995) Chapter 1, especially 25-36 and 178. 

2.  Plutarch, Llfe of Antony 86.6 (Zv yhp r4 Bp16ppq r q ~  Khcox6rpaq aSs+jq d6ohov 
Zxovi<cro xai &axi8o< byxccpuxuia<); cf. Dio 51.21.8 (. . .rh re yhp &Aha xai 4 
Khcoxhrpa 6x1 xhivqq d v  -c@ TOG Bavhrou pryfipart xapcxoyiaeq.). We do not know 
whether a statue or a tabula picta (cf. App. Mith. 117) was carried in the procession. 



of Propertius (3.11), lines 52-54, an apostrophe to the dead queen, are 
almost universally interpreted as the poet's reference to his own presence 
a t  the event:3 

fugisti tamen in  timidi vaga flumina Ndi: 
accepere tuae Romula vincla manus. 

bracchia spectavi sacris admoma colubris, 
et trahere occultum membra soporis iter. 

You, for all that, fled to timid Nile's wandering streams: 
your hands received Romulus' chains. 
I watched your arms bitten by sacred serpents, 
and your limbs draw in the hidden course of sleep. 

In his Loeb edition of 1990, however, George Goold adopts the conjec- 
ture of the 18th century scholar Jeremiah Markland: 'spectasti' for the 
manuscript-tradition's 'spectavi'. Without commenting on or justifying 
this reading, Goold translates as  follow^:^ 

Yet you fled to the wandering outlets of the craven Nile: your hands 
received the Roman fetters. You endured the sight of your arms bitten 
by the sacred asps and your limbs channelling the stealthy route of 
t,he numbing poison. 

No recent treatment of 3.11 as a whole, or of this passage in particular, to 
my knowledge, has discussed the implications either of Goold's text or of 
his translation. This is the purpose of my study. 

The Propertian text is notoriously problematic. Even by the most 
conservative estimates, at least 600 corruptions have been a~know1ed~e.d.~ 
Apart from usual errors in transmission, editors have to contend with 
their predecessors' sometimes clumsy attempts to find immediate sense 
in the poet's allusive and (apparently) disjunctive style as manifested in 
the received texL6 Even in the oldest manuscript, and in the archetype 

See, for instance, W.A. Camps, Propertius Elegies III (Cambridge 1966) 109, 
note 'ad 53: I . .  . [A]s a spectator he saw carried in the triumph a picture of 
Cleopatra's death'. Also, J.K. Newman, Augustan Propertius (Hildesheim 1997) 
258: 'Cleopatra was defeated, made prisoner, and in effigy a t  least displayed in the 
theatrical procession in Rome, where the poet was a loyal spectator' (note ad 53); 
and P. Fedeli, Propenio: Elegie, Libro 111 (Bari 1983) 384, note ad loc.: 'Properzio 
. . . si limita a portare la sua testimonianza di spettatore durante il trionfo.. . '. 
G.P. Goold (editor and translator), Propertius Elegies, Loeb Classical Library 
(Cambridge Mass./London 1990) 299. 
Thus J.L.P. Butrica in his review of Goold's edition, Phoeniz 46.2 (1992) 276. 
For a clear (and much needed) account of the nature and extent of the problems 
regarding the Propertian paradosis, see J.L.P. Butrica, 'Editing Propertius', CQ 
47, 1 (1997) 176-208. 
A style, it seems, in total contradiction with the judgement of ancient critics, as 
was demonstrated decades ago. Cf. M. Hubbard, Propertius (New York 1975) 2, 
and recently Butrica (note 5: 1997) 179. 



itself, t,here are transpositions, dislocations and word- substitution^.^ We 
might then legitimately conclude with J. S. Phillimore:' quot editores tot 
Propertii 'Textual critic's nightmare' though Elegy 3.11 may be,' the 
text for lines 51-54, as printed in most standard editions, and as their 
apparatuses reveal, has not provoked much comment.1° Nevertheless, many 
commentators are puzzled by the apparent inconsistency of the poet's 
att,itude regarding the Battle of Actium. In this instance the tone is 
almost panegyrical, while in Books 2 and 4 the poet's references to the civil 
war, and in particular to the Battle of Actium, reflect a uniformly critical 
attitiude." Commentators have also remarked on the obscurity, if not 
inappropriateness, of certain individual words and phrases in these lines.'' 
Precisely what Propertius' attitude was towards the Battle of Actium and 
Augustus himself is strenuously debated and is open to interpretation. My 
reason for interrogating the text at this point, however, is based on the 
pmt's representation of historical events-the suicide of Cleopatra and how 
it was presented in Augustus' triumphal procession. For the received text 

7. See Butrica (ibid.) 189-195, for a catalogue of identifiable dislocations. Evidence 
of verbal corruption in the  text  is found even in first-century graffiti (ibid. 189). 

8. Phillimore's remark in the  preface of his 1901 O C T  edition, which Butrica (ibid. 
176) quotes a t  length and discusses. 

9. Thus  Gurval (note 1)  190: 'Logical connections of individual sections fail to  
seem self-evident, and emendations have multiplied in a desperate search t o  find 
coherence and meaning in the thematic s tructure and development of the  poem'. 
See also W. Nethercut, 'Propertius 3.11', TAPhA 102 (1971) 411-443, 412: '. . . o n e  
of t h e  more problematic poems in . . . Book 3'. 

10. Most edit.ions (e.g. M. Schuster's 1958 Teubner edition, H. Butler's 1933 O C T  
and W.A. Camps's 1966 editions, also P. Fedeli's 1984 Teubner edition) list vari- 
an& only in line 51: 'tumidi' for 'timidi' (a Renaissance conjecture) and 'vada' 
(in the archetype but not listed in Smyth's Thesaurus) for 'vaga'. T h e  latter 
reading (adopted in most s tandard editions) appears in VDVo-the so-called 
del ta  manuscripts, dating from the fifteenth cent,ury-which contain numerous 
corrections made by Renaissance scholars. Butrica (note 5: 1997) 183 refers to  
'. . . dozens of such passages . . . corrected by R.enaissance scholars so long ago tha t  
modern scholars are largely unaware that  a corruption was ever present'. 

11. ,For  instance, W.A. Camps  (1966) 104; H.E. Butler and E.A. Barber, The Elegies 
oJ Propertius (London 1933) 293, and  Hubbard (note 6) 108 regard El. 3.11 a s  
an expression of the  poet's patriotism and praise for Augustus. Gurval (note 1)  
191 observes tha t ,  while unlike in Propertius' other  'Actium' elegies (2.1; 2.15; 
2.16; 2.34 and 4.6): 3.11 contains no overtly negative reference to  the  battle or 
to the Civil War, the elegist expresses criticism in more veiled and allusive terms. 
H.-P. Stahl, Pmpertius, "Love arad War": Individual arad State under Augustus 
(Berkeley 1985) 337 remarking on the  'disjunctive' nature of the  poem, observes 
the 'sudden about-face' as the poet abruptly shifts his focus from the mythical to  
 he in~media te  historical past. 

12. For example, L. Richardson? P ~ o p e ~ t i u s  I - I V  (Norman 1976) 365, on line 52, 
'accepere t u x  Romula vincla manus', finds it impossible t o  translate the  preceding 
'tarnen' (51) with its usual force. G. Williams, Tradition and Origiriality i n  Roman 
Poetry (Oxford 1968) 780, regards lines 53---54 as 'almost untranslatable'. 



contradicts the testimony of the historiographical evidence and makes no 
hi~t~orica.1 sense as it stands. 

First, we must examine the context of these lines. The t,heme of the elegy 
is as follows: Why bla,me me for being in bondage to a woman (the elegist 
asks), when Jason, Achilles, Hercules and the Ba.bylonian Persians were 
all dominated by women? Nay, even Jove disgraced himself. You Romans 
are fine ones to talk, who were recently enslaved by the terror inspired by 
Cleopatra's empty threats. It's a good t,hing she was only a drunken tart 
and that you had Augustus around t>o protect you--he certainly showed 
hcr who was mastrer! 

The elegy falls into four main sections, the third of which, the longest and 
most complex, may be further subdivided into four distinct part>s. Swt,ion 
A (lines 1-8), the proemium, sets out, the theme of the poem: domination 
by a woman. The reader will learn from the poetj's example. Srction 
B, t,he priamel (lines 9-28) demonstrates, by listing mythical examples, 
Mcdea, Penthesilea, Omphale and Semiramis, the power which women have 
exerted over men, ~ l i e t ~ h e r  as individuals or as nations. The fifth example, 
a historical figure, and one firmly implanted in t,he popular imagination, 
Cleopatra, forms Sechion C (lines 29-56), the main part of the elegy. Its 
four thematic subdivisions are as follows: the first part (lines 29-38) forms 
a prelude- the  poet introduces, in contrast to the mythical catalogue, 
Cleopatra, here nameless-a woman ('femina'), who gives her body t>o her 
servants, demands Rome and its rulers as a price for her disgusting union 
with a.n unnamed partner (in the light of the above catalogue, we would 
expect the name of an individual-Ant>ony!), and who is linked t,o Egypt, 
t,hr-. symbol of treachery.'"n the second part (lines 39-46), her ident,itjl is 
made even more explicit by the proper phrase 'the harlot queen'.'4 Three 
successive couplets, with obvious allusions to Vergil Aen. 8.626-,728 and 
Horace, Ep. 9 and C 1.37,'~ reflect Octavian's pre-Actium pr~paganda  
as expressed in his ~Memoirs. Although this work is no longer extant, 
it obviously forms the basis of the speech which Dio attributes to him 
before the Battle of Actium (50.24-25).'"n corresponding pairs the poet 

The  noun 'c:oniugium' (liue 31) does not mean 'marriage' here, a s  most t,rarisl,ztors 
render it, since in Roman eyes Antony and Cleopatra were not  legally married. 
On the  negative connotations of Egypt for the  Roman, see M. Wyke, 'Augustan 
Cleopatras: Female Power and Poetic Authority', in A .  Powell, Roman Poetry and 
Propaganda 271 t h e  Age oJ A u g ~ r s t u s  (Bristol 1992) 105.-107. 

T h e  phrase 'meretrix regina' (39) continues 6he mercenary motif of 'pretium 
poposcit' in line 31. 

See G.J.  Mader's c:on~prehensive discussion of t,he nature and relationship of t.hese 
allusions ('Heroism and Hallucination: Cleopatra in Horace 6. 1.37 and Propertius 
3.11': GB 16 (1989) 183-201). 

See Mader (note 15) 196. and below, note 19, for specific instances. On the relalive 
chronologv of the  poems and their relationship to  Augustus' hypomnemala, see A. 



lists the terrors that confront Rome; that is Cleopatra's absurd ambitions 
aimed against, respectively, religion, the army and law-the very pillars of 
Roman civili~at~ion. These are ( a )  her setting the yapping Egyptian dog- 
god, Anubis, against Jupiter, and the timid Nile-god against the Tiber;I7 
(b)  opposing the martial trumpet with the rattling sistrum, and pursuing 
warships with barges1' and (c) covering the Tarpeian rock with awnings, 
arid issuing laws among the warlike symbols of Romek power.lg Part three 
of Section C (lines 47-50) is a rhetorical interjection which prepares the 

' 

way for the dCnouement. 'Was liberation from king Tarquinius to no avail 
if Rornt fell under the rule of such a woman? Of course not! Augustus was 
at hand; Rome should seize her triumph and be grateful to her saviour'. 
The fourth part (51-56), the pevipeteia, the aftermath of the unexpected 
collapse of her plans and ambitions, is expressed in a threefold apostrophe, 
addressed t,o Cleopatra, modified and reinforced by the adversative adverb 
' t a n i ~ ~ i '  : (a) 'You (nevert.heless) fled to t,he frightened Nile, (b) you were 
put in chains; (c) I saw your arms bitten by the sacred serpents and 
the vcuom being absorbed by your limbs'. The poet then quotes the 
queen's last words, uttered in a drunken stupor, acknowledging her victor's 
superiority.20 

Tronson, 'Vergil, the  Augustans and  the l n v e r ~ t ~ o n  of Cleopatra's Suicide-One 
Asp or  Two?'. Vergilius 44 (1998) 31-50; 46-47. 

I>inrs 4 - 4 2 :  'ausa lovi nostro latrantem opponere Anubim / e t  Tiberim Nili cogere 
fc-rrc minas.. . '. Cf. line 51, 'tirnidi Nili' and Dio 50.24.6 (Octavian's Speech): 
~ S L V E < ,  i5 'Hp&xh~i< ,  'AAe&xvbpei< rc  xa i  Aly5nsioi Bvrc< . . . xai  rdc ykv bpncr& 
xnl r6hha b p i a  i j u n ~ p  rivhs 9 ~ 0 6 s  &pan~Govrsq. . . . See also Vergil, Aen. 8. 698f. 

omnigenumque d e u n ~  rnonvlra et [atrator Anubis 
contra Neptunum et Vene~ern contrnque M i n e ~ v a m  
teln tenent . .  . . 

Lines 43-44: 'Romanamque tuham crepit,anti pellere sistro, / baridos e t  contis 
rostra Liburna sequi.. . '. 
Lines 45-46. 'foedaque Tarpeio conopia tendere saxo / iura dare  e t  s ta tuas  inter e t  
a r m a  Mari'. Cf. Dio 50.5.4: [Cleopatra so influenced Antony and his circle], i jor '  
airrjv xai r3v  ' P w y a h v  &p&~v khniuai, rrjv sc ~irxfiv rfiv pcyiorqv, bn6rc r i  dpv5oi, 
no~ciaOai ~b kv TG I<as1i~whi@ bix&aai. Dio purports here to  rehearse the  popular 
opinion ( 6  8puhoGycva) of t h e  time. Again, it is evident tha t  Dio's and  Propertius' 
vcrsions originate in Octavian's propaganda. Marius is an excellent symbol for 
'. . . a  set  of values which is in every way diametrically opposed to  Cleopatra's 
hoped-for rule'. (Mader [note 151 196, who also cites other works in which Marius 
is stereotyped a s  a symbol for Roman masc.ulinity and for the  'ancient military 
trndit,ionl). 

'. . . "non hoc, Rorna, fui [thus] tanto tibi cive verenda." / dixit e t  assiduo lingua 
s ~ p u l t a  mero'. T h e  manuscript reading, 'fuit', may be  erroneous (by dittography), 
since it not only weakens the  sense (cf. Butler and Barber [note 111 291), but 
also creates difficulties with identifying t,he subject of 'dixit', unless 'hoc' is a 
corruption of 'h[a]ecl, referring t o  Cleopatra, and with Housman we read 'dixerat' 
for 'dixit'. T h e  suggestions of Camps (note 3) 109 and D.R. Shackleton Bailey, 
P ~ o p e r t i a n a  (Amsterdam 1967) 173, who follow this route, make no noticeable 
improvement, except to  remove a rather unusual (but  by no means unparalleled) 



The conclusion, Section D (lines 57-72), assuming that Passerat's simple 
and plausible transposition of lines 59 and 60 after line 68) is correct,'l 
catalogues the great leaders, enemies and battles of the past in two clearly 
demarcated ~er ies . '~  With such a history, affirms the poet, Rome had 
no cause to fear its latest enemy. He mentions Apollo who will inspire 
accounts of the Battle of Actium, or, by virtue of his statuelshrine will be 
its monument ('memorabit' has both meanings) and the closing couplet, 
harlung back to the sailor-motif of line 5, a neat ring-composition, refers 
ambivalently to the benefits of the Pax Augusta (or possibly the looming 
presence of the Princeps). 

As we have seen, then, although some scholars are puzzled about the 
precise meaning of lines 51-54, they do not doubt the integrity of the 
received text a t  this point. Smyth's Thesaurus Criticus cites nine con- 
jectures, which include Markland's, for these two couplets.23 Moreover, 
the passage is deemed by many scholars to make some degree of sense 
in t,he context, and scholars are notorious for consecrating the traditional 
interpretations of literary works, the communis opinio. If our passage is 
speciously compatible with the historical accounts of Plutarch and Dio, 
why change it? The question which should be posed, however, is: what 
kind of sense does it make, and is emendation necessary or justifiable? J. 
Butrica's caveat should be taken seriously: 'How is it possible not to be 
excessively critical in a text so ravaged by errors?'24 At the same t,ime, 
however, our zeal for emendation should also be restrained by Butler's 
caveat: wholesale transposition of couplets cannot be justified without 
some reasoned explanation based either on mechanical grounds or some 

use of 'el'. Besides, the first-person verb here provides a suitable response to the 
apostrophe. 

See the comments of Butler and Barber (note 11) Ixixff, and Fedeli (note 3) 384, 
note ad loc. This relatively simple emendation (easily explained paleographically) 
restores perfect symmetry to  this section: tha t  is the statement of the fact (lines 
57-58), followed by two couplets comprising a series of historical exempla (lines 61- 
64), followed by another statement of fact (65-66)-a reassurance which responds 
to the 'fear' expressed earlier (57-58)-then another two couplets comprising a 
series of historical exempla (67-68 and 59-60) and a statement that Apollo will 
record, or bear witness to the battle (69-70); then, a5 acoda,  the poet's admonition 
to  the sailor (71-72). We thus have the pattern A-BB-A-BB-A, plus coda. 

For definitions, descript,ions and examples of literary series, see G.J. Mader. Struc- 
tured Series i n  Propertius, D.Litt. et Phil. Dissertation, Pretoria 1985, especially 
1-7 and 49-5 1. 

W.R. Smyth, Thesaurus Criticus ad Sexti Propertii Tez tum (Leiden 1970) 105; 
none of which (except for Goold in the case of Markland's a t  53) modern editors 
have seriously considered. 

Butrica (note 5: 1992) 276; a principle he has recently restated more forcefully 
(note 5: 1997) 185: 'The text of Propertius is so corrupt that an editor must 
indeed suspect everything, and must go "hunting" for corruptions rather than wait 
for them to present a calling card'. 



definite theory. The same principle, of course, applies to the emending of 
single words in the text; and in the work of a 'poeta doctus' every word, 
phrase a.nd couplet must constantly be tested against its context.25 

The Cleopatra vignette, because of its patent and deliberate verbal 
echoes, has been correctly interpreted as a direct comment on Vergil's and 
Horace's heroic treatments of the theme, both of which reflect and respond 
to the sentiments of the official version.26 Vergil's ekphrasis Aen. 8. 675- 
728, one of the earliest extant reflections of the Actium-myth, portrays the 
queen as a demonic figure who is defeated by a more than human Octavian 
(678: 'hinc Augustus agens Italos in proelia Caesar'.): 

regina in mediis patria uocat agmina sistro 
........................................ 
ipsa videbatur ventis regina vocatis 

. . . . . . . . . .  vela dare 
(696 and 707-8) 

Horace C. 1.37 also portrays her as 'no ordinary woman'-a worthy oppo- 
nent. for Augustus: 

ausa et iacentem visere regiam 
uultu sereno, fortis et asperas 
tractare serpentis, ut atrum 
corpore combiberet venenum. 

deliberata morte ferocior 
saevis Liburnis scilicet invidens 
privata deduci superb0 
non humilis mulier triumpho. 

This notion (originating from official propaganda) is reflected in Velleius, 
Suetonius, Florus and Dio, authors who either approved of the Augustan 
system (Velleius and Florus) or who had access to official documents (Sue  
tonius and D ~ o ) . ' ~  According to Propertius, however, instead of a virago, 
Octavian only defeated a weak, inebriated woman. Thus, by diminishing 
his enemy's stature, Propertius tacitly criticizes A u g u s t u ~ . ~ ~  This inter- 

25. Butler and Barber (note 11) Ixix. 

26. M d e r  (note 15) 188; Gurval (note 1 )  160, note 44 

27. Vell. 2.87; Suet. Vit. Aug., 17.11; Florus Ep. 2.21.10; Dio 51.13.5. Each of these 
authors (two of whom had official positions) mentions a t  least one of the following 
elements: Cleopatra's ingenuity in arranging her suicide, her bravery and loyalty 
to Antony, and Octavian's desperate efforts to reverse the effects of the venom. 
'The image of Cleopatra that emerges after her death, then, is much more positive 
that that presented before Actium. Was Octavian, perhaps, trying to save face? 

28. Propertius has a dig a t  what may have been the official explanation for Cleopatra's 
absence from the triumph at  4.6.65-66: 



pretation has formidable support,29 although the alternative view, that 
t,he elegy is panegyrical and patriotic, is st,ill infl~ential.~' 

Goold's emendation, however, alters the whole thrust of lines 51-56 and 
calls into question t,he traditional interpretation of the elegy. Inskad of 
the poet's referring t,o his own presence a,t the triumphal procession and to 
his sight of the the queen's effigy, he presents the reader with the bizarre 
picture of the doo~ned queen as a spectator of her own demise, Goold, 
however, adopted only one of the two conjectures that Markland made for 
these couplets: the &her being 'nec: cepere' for 'accepere' in line 52?' For 
t,he poem to make proper sense, I believe t,hat both emendations should be 
adopted. 

R. Sniyth indicates that these conjectures are found in a copy (prcsum- 
ably Markland's own) of an edittion of Propertius, Catullus and Til~ullus, 
published in Paris in 1732 by M.  roch hard,^' and refers to P. Burman's 
comments on and refutations of Marltland in his 1780 edition of Proper- 
tius." On line 52 Markland argued on sound historical grounds that 
Augustus (src) was unable to capture Cleopatra and take her to Rome, 
because she committed suicide by snake-bite to avoid disgrace.3" Burman 
refutes this argument on the grounds that Propertius is obviously referring 
to Cleopatra's effigy which was displayed on the third day of the triumph; 
he then cites the passages from Plutarch and Dio:35 and he refers t.o a 
work by the Renaissance doctor, Giovanni Battista Morgagni, who wrote 
an account of the nature of Cleopatra's death in which he ment,ions an 
'ancient sta.tuel of the queen with a11 asp attached to her arm, and bound by 
chains 'like the one carried at Augustus' t)riumph and to which I'ropertius 

dz melzus! quantus mulzer foret una  trzumphus, 
d7ictus era1 per quas ante Iugurtha was! 

An approach first argued a t  length by E. Paratore, L'Elegia 111, 11 e gli attegia- 
ment i  politici di Properzio (Palerrno 1936) 48-51 and later followed by Nethercut 
(note 9) 415; J.P. Sullivan, Propertius. A Crittcal Infroduction (Cambridge 1976); 
Stahl  (note 11) 240-45; Mader (note 15) 186-87 and Gurval (note 1) 202-3, 

See above note 11 and below note 64 for the  support.ers of this view. 

Both corruptions can be explained I>y simple paleographical errors early in the 
history of t h e  text. In this  instance t h e  cause of t h e  corruption is obvious The  
initial 'n '  of 'nec' could have fallen away. ( J .  Butrica informs me t h a t  inltial lrtters 
a re  often 'set off' in mediaeval poetic manuscripts). See also below. 

Thesauvus 105, cf. 188. 

Petrus Burmannus Secundus, P. Ses. Aur. Propertzz elegiarum lzbri Iv (Utrecht 
1780) 596 note ad loc. 

Ibid. 'Nec cepere conjecerat ~Marklartdus, & alterum falsurn esse notaverat, quia 
nempe Augustus Cleopatram in triumphum ducere quidem cogitavit, sed vivam 
avehere, Pc Rornarn deferre non potuit ' .  

Ibid. '. . . respexerit Propertius a d  id quod Plutarchus in Antonio pag. 955 & Dio 
Cassius Lib. LI. cap. 19 & 21 tradunt'.  



. l l i  
refers'. However, neither Plutarch nor Dio mentions any chains on the 
effigy. and Plutarch alone refers to an asp. We have no idea about the 
date or provenance of the statue to which Morgagni refers. In short, the 
only ;~rg~mient  that can be produced for accepting the manuscript-reading 
'ar.ccpc:rc' is t,hat we know that a repre~ent~ation of the queen's death was 
extiil)it80tl in the triumphal procession, that one of the ancient sources refers 
esplicirlv to a representation of a snake, and t h t  the passage as it stands 
makes wasonably good sense. Against the accepted reading we have the 
verdict of  history. Cleopatra was not bound in chains but merely confined 
to t w  q~iart~ers; '~ the image carried in the procession, according to the 
hist,oric;rl sources, did not depict hc:r in chains; and we have the acknowl- 
cdgcd fact t,hat she colilmitted suicide expressly to avoid such a fate--one 
which cw?n Burman admits in his refutakion of M a r k l a r ~ d . ~ ~  Moreover, 
nvqv scholars find themselves constrairied to explain and rationalize the 
anon~dous interpretation of 'accepere . . . vincla'. Burman, for instance, 
wliilc granting that Cleopatra was not led captive in chains, says that 
'v inc lu '  sholild not be taken literally, but that t,he term refers to her defeat, 
drrtmcw18ion anti suicide, 'forced on her by desperate circumstances'. Max 
Rotl~stciil explains that 'one ought not to t,hink of actual fetters', but that 
t h n  pact means merely that. Cleopatra was Augustus' prisoner.39 G.J. 
Matlor explains that wha.t Propert,ius describes is not literally true, but 
is a ~uct.aphor for Cleopatra's defhat." I believe that the context and the 
choitrc of words in this sent,erice make it very difficult not to take it literally, 
as I shall de~nonst~rate below. 

Lct 11s now consider Markland's second corljecture, 'spectasti' for 'spec- 

36. Ihid. p. 597. '[Sled pluribus hac d e  re egit eruditissimus & celeberrimus Medicus 
alquc ilnatomicus Jo. Baptista Morgagnus, duabus Epistolis, in quibus de genere 
mortis Clcopatrae disseruit, post Ejus O ~ I I S C .  h4iscell. pag. 21-23. ubi meminit 
stat.uae anticluae, ill q u a  aspis brachio ejus adligata, & vinculi constrictione ad 
rnorsum i r~r i ta ta  conspicit,ur, qualem Cleopatrae imaginem. in Augusti triumph0 
gestzrtam, indicari hic a Propcrtio c~xistimat'.  

37. I'lutarch, Life of Antony 78-~82; Dio 51.11 - 13. 

38. Iiurnmn (not,e 30) ad 52. 'Vcrum, licet captiva in manus Romanorurn non inciderit 
(:lcnpatra, neque ipsa in triumphurn duc ta  sit,  non tarnen haec simpliciter capienda 
o[>irror, sed a Romanis victam, captam, & a d  voluntariae necis desperationern fuisse 
adactarn: indicari, vel potius respexerit Propertius ad id, quod Plutarchus . . . & 
I)io Chssius . . . t radunt ,  triumphurn Octaviano de Cleopatra concessum, ejusque 
rrlortuae irnaginem ferculo inpositam inter cet,eros capt.ivos in triumphi pompa 
~ . i r . ~ u ~ n l a t a m  fuisse, quia, ut hoc dedecus esitaret . . . '. He then quotes Horace C. 
1.37, lines 25-28 (quoted above) and t~he  Scholiast's note ad loc., which cites a lost 
fragment of Livy: 'Livius refert Cleopatram, quuln a b  Augusto capta,  indulgentius 
tic inclustria t ractaretur ,  dicere solit,am, Non triumphabor.. . ' On the  manner in 
w l ~ i r h  Cleopatra wns kept 'under house arrest ' ,  see the references in note 35. 

39. M. Hothstein, Dze Elegten des Sez. Propertzus. zweite Aufl. (Berlin 1924) Bd. 2, 
99. 

40.  Llntler (note 15) 198. 



tavi' in line 53. First, the paleographical corruption ('spectasti' . . . 'spec- 
tavisti' . . . 'spectavi') is easy to explain as a gloss on the less familiar 
syncopated second person singular aorist that crept into the archetype 
ousting the correct form. A copyist familiar with the accounts of Octavian's 
triumph and assuming that the elegist was describing the scene as an 
o.nlooler, could readily have made such a slip.41 The sudden intrusion of 
the first-person voice at this point of the elegy, however, disrupts the sense. 
Markland noticed this4' and modern critics have admitted that such a read- 
ing creates serious diff i~ul t ies .~~ Moreover, the idea of a spectator actually 
'seeing' the venom, or its hidden effects, tracing an invisible course up the 
arms of a picture or effigy is hard to accept, even granting Propertius' 
allegedly quirky style. L. Richardson remarlcs: '. . . [Tlhe poet pictures an 
effigy which he does not identify as an effigy . . . ', while M. Wyke supposes 
that '. . . the narrator claims to have witnessed the physical effects of the 
venom on the queen's body'.44 According to Gordon Williams, the poet 
'. . . visualizes the poison moving unseen through her veins with progressive 
paralysis'. This extraordinary image is unparalleled in Propertius, despite 
Williams's attempt to prove it otherwise.45 Gurval notes that 'something 
strange and surprising has happened in these verses'. Suddenly the poet 
elicits sympathy for C l e ~ p a t r a . ~ ~  Gurval's otherwise convincing interpreta- 
tion of this part of the elegy is marred by his acceptance of the manuscript 
tradition, since he has to acknowledge a moment of 'melodrama', before the 
queen's drunken utterance 'abruptly brings us back to reality'. Apart from 

Propertius elsewhere suggests his own presence a t  the  procession, e.g. 2.1.31-34. 

aut  canerem Aegyptum et Nilum, cum attractus i n  urbem 
septem captivis debilis ibat aquis, 

aut  regum auratis circumdata colia catenas, 
Actiaque in  Sacra currere Rostra Vaa. 

Cf. Burman (note 3) 597, note a d  loc.: 'spectasti: idem conjecerat Marklandus, 
propter praecedentiafugisti, t3 tuae manus'. 

See above, note 12. 

Wyke (note 13) 105, argues t h a t  Propertius does this deliberately and b,y referring 
to  t h e  simulacmm, depersonalizes his subject. 

He cites as a parallel metaphor 3.14.5: 

cum pila velocis fallit per bracchia iaclus, 

which describes how the flight of a ball conceals the  action of t h e  thrower. This, 
however, is a commonly observable phenomenon; venom coursing up t h e  a rm of a 
s ta tue  or  picture is not! El. 2.1.31-32 is a closer, but  by no means an exact pal.allel. 
T h e  poet is obviously referring here t o  a pict.ure of the  Nile. 

According to  Gurval (note 1) 201, Propertius mon~entarily softens his virulent. por- 
trayal and seems almost sympathetic ('. . . more restrained, indeed more detached') 
towards the fleeing queen, in t h e  manner of Horace C!. 1.37 ('. . .resembles more a 
dove o r  a hunted hare') and '. . .exposes a more human side of the scorned e n ~ m y ' .  
Although drunkenness may show 'the human side', does i t  inspire sympathy or 
admiration? 



the fact that Propertius would not want to parrot Horace's (sympathetic) 
version of Cleopatra's death, but rather respond to or react against it, there 
is no contextual justification for this sudden reversal of attitude. After so 
ferocious an attack on Cleopatra, why go to the trouble of briefly eliciting 
the reader's sympathy before hammering home the final slanderous image? 
Cleopatra has no redeeming qualities in Propertius' treatment of her. 

Let us sum up so far and test t,he plausiblity of the orthodox interpreta- 
tion: 

(1) Cleopatra fled to the obscure reaches of the Nile (vaga Jumina Nili): 
this is true; 

(2) Her hands were bound by chains: this is contrary to fact; 

(3 )  The poet saw her arms bitten by snakes: this is possible if we assume 
that, he is referring to a statue or picture; 

(4) The poet watched the numbing poison creeping up her arms: this is 
physically impossible in a representation as much as in real life, and as a 
metaphor it is a very strange and daring one which the context does not 
warrant. 

No modern scholar, since Burman, has responded to, challenged, or refuted 
Markland's objection.47 In short, the orthodox interpretation of lines 51- 
54 hinges on a blatant factual error, on an elaborate and unparalleled 
metaphor which the context does not demand, and on the presupposition 
that the elegist is referring to what he himself saw a t  the procession. The 
following analysis of the text will demonstrate that Markland's emendations 
not only remove the major interpretative difficulties which the accepted 
text poses and solve the anomalies in vocabulary and usage, but also sup- 
port the argument that the poet's criticism is aimed at the Roman People, 
not at Cleopatra, and that the sense of the poem is wholly consistent with 
his critical attitude towards the Battle of Actium and Augustus' victory in 
the Civil War. 

Now let us examine lines 51-54 in their immediate context as well as 
in the context of the elegy as a whole. After the catalogue of supposed 
terrors confronting Rome, we have the rhetorical exclamation (lines 47-50) 
which constitutes the third part of Section C: 'What point in expelling 
the tyrant if Rome has to  endure a woman? Seize your triumph, Rome!48 

47. Burman's refutation ([note 33, 5971 note ad loc.) is inadequate. He uses almost 
the same reasoning as he does for his argument against 'nec cepere' (cf. above, 
note 38): '[Sled recte Beroaldus refert ad ipsum Propertiurn, ut dicat se imaginem 
illam in Augusti triumph0 circumlatum vidisse, quae referebat aspidem brachio 
Cleopatrae admotum'. 

48. The manuscript reading 'cape', rather than Camps's bland (but influential) emen- 
dation 'cane' ([note 31 108, adopted by Goold) should be retained, given the 
context. See also Gurval (note 1)  200. 



You have been saved! Long live Augustus!' Now we have the climactic 
apostrophe, a device which Mader decisively proves regularly marks the 
apex and conclusion of a series,49 introduced by the verb and its adverb 
'tamen'. This marks both the end of the preceding series and a strong 
contrast, which Nethercut refers to as  'a reversal of tone'50 and which, 
subscribing to the orthodox opinion, he interprets as follows: 

Earlier we saw the alien queen, endowed with the magic of her sex, 
presuming to defile Roman civilization, we now see her rout,ed into 
flight,, her suicide, and we are reminded of the unheroic qualities of 
her life. 

Interpreted in this way, the Cleopatra-sequence expresses the classic hy- 
bris / perzpeteia-motif: presumption before a fall-thus the canonic inter- 
pretation of the elegy. We should not, however, forget that the exclamatory 
sentence (lines 47-50) intervenes. What effect does it have on the standard 
interpretation? Should not this sentence-as a parenthetic addendum to 
the series-also be affected by the force of tamen, which immediately 
follows it and is logically connected with it? The apostrophe, then, as 
I read it, caps and contrasts not only with the series of presumptuous 
threats (lines 39-46) but also, even more, with the exclamatory injunction 
for Rome to seize her triumph and to be grateful to Augustus, that is the 
sentence which immediately precedes and is syntactically connected with 
it. 

We now must examine in greater detail the sequence of ideas in Section C 
(lines 29-56). After the preamble (the first subdivision), in which the poet 
describes the nature of the threat and of Rome's shame, he lists Cleopatra's 
absurd ambitions, the grounds for Rome's servitium terroris (39-46). Each 
one of these empty threats is self-deflating; setting a dog against Jupiter, 
a temple-rattle against the military trumpets, a barge against a warship, 
a canopy draped over the Tarpeian Rock, and so on. These three couplets 
reveal that Cleopatra is not the demonic or heroic figure she is in Vergil or 

but that she is simply deluded and that her defeat is a foregone 
conclusion-a motif which Propertius states explicitly in a later elegy.52 
Cleopatra might have been confident but the Romans should have known 
better. The next sentence (lines 47-50) tells us as much. The Romans 

49. Mader (note 22) 17. 

50. Nethercut (note 9 )  428 fin.-429. 

51. See Stahl (note 11) 244; Mader (note 15) 200; Gurval (note 1) 160, note 44; Tronson 
(note 16) 49. 

52. See 4.6.21-22: 

altera classis emt Teucm damnata Quirino, 
pilaque femineae [Markland] turpiter apta [Goold] manu. 



feared t,hat the expulsion of Tarquinius had been in vain-but thank the 
gods for Augustus! Yet, in the light of the ludicrous and self-negating 
nature of Cleopatra's so-called threats, this effusive outburst is surely 
ironical. Following immediately after this emphatic exclamation the force 
of 'tamell' has its full effect-but only if we adopt Markland's conjecture. 
The poet then addresses Cleopatra: 'You, after all, fled . . . you escaped 
capture and its expected consequences (. . . nec cepere tuae Romula vincla 
manus . . . )'. The chains in this context obviously refer to those worn by 
a defea.ted leader in the triumphal The imperative 'cape' in 
line 49 and 'cepere' in line 52 link notionally, thematically and by position 
the ideas of Rome 'seizing' her triumph and that of the hands of the enemy 
leader 'receiving' ('cepere') the chains of R o m ~ l u s . ~ ~  In reality, of course, 
the hands of the captured leader do not 'receive' the chains. With this 
kind of e r r~phas is ,~~ the poet must be referring to the literal triumph, not 
vaguely to the notion of conquest and d e t e n t i ~ n . ~ ~  The language is far too 
concrete, too specific, to be merely metaphorical. Cleopatra simply was 
not in the procession! In this context 'nec cepere' makes perfect sense. 

Now let us examine the implications of Markland's second conjecture. 
The couplet (lines 53-54) 'bracchia . . . iter', also modified by 'tamen', if 
we read 'spectasti' for 'spectiavi', would mean that Cleopatra watched her 
arms bitten by 'sacred' serpents (Propertius' snakes, in contrast to Horace's 
'asperas . . . serpentes' (C. 1.37.26f.) are benign and suggest that her suicide 
is a kind of religious act)57 and that, with the detachment of a spectator 
at a t8ri~mph,58 she watched the (invisible) course of the poison as it was 
absorbed into her bloodstream. The line suggests a langourous sensuality- 
a quasi-erotic pleasure--associated with the effects of the cobra-venom, 
such as the fragmentary C a m e n  de Bello Actiaco attests, describing the 
execution of prisoners in Alexandria by means of asps being attached to 
them:"Y 

Cf. 2.1.33. 

Romulus instituted the triumphal procession. See e.g. Plut. Romulus 17. For 
Propertius' use of the uncompounded 'capere' for 'accipere', cf. 4.1.48; 4.5.65; 
4.9.49. 

'The verbs 'capere', 'spectare', 'trahere', the nouns 'vincla' and 'iter' and the adjec- 
tive 'Romula' all suggest notions that are associated with a triumphal procession: 
'capture', 'watching as a spectator', 'dragging', the 'chains of Romulus' and a 
processional 'route' even if they do not have these precise meanings in the present 
context. 

See above, pp. 177-178. 

On the religious significance of the asp (cobra) in Egyptian culture, cf. J. Gwyn 
Griffiths JEA 47 (1961) 113-118, at 115 and Wyke (note 13) 101-103 and 107. 

Cf, above, note 55. The use of 'spectasti' also enhances the alliterative-onomato- 
poeic effect of the line and, in this respect, perhaps even improves on Horace! 

'The allegedly 'pleasurable' nature of death by the bite of the Egyptian cobra was 



aut pendente [su]is cervicibus aspide mollem 
labitur in sornnurn libidine r n ~ r t i s . ~ ~  

The sense of the two couplets (lines 51-54), if we adopt both of Markland's 
conjectures, is therefore as follows: 'For d l  the absurd threats, the Romans' 
unfounded fears and Augustus' implied heroics, you, Cleopatra, escaped; 
you fled like a coward to the hidden reaches of the Nile; you did not 
appear as a captive in the procession, being dragged off to execution. 
Instead, you tipsily witnessed your own execution as you gradually lost 
consciousness'. In short, Cleopatra got off lightly. There was nothing heroic 
about her suicide. The final couplet in Subsection 3 (lines 55-56) provides 
the ultimate irony. There was nothing dignified about her suicide. The 

- - 

protagonist's dying words always have a solemn significance in literature, 
yet here Cleopatra is so drunk (Horace's Cleopatra suddenly becomes sober 
when her end is imminent)" that it is only her disembodied wine-sodden 
tongue which appears to confess that Rome had nothing to fear with a 
citizen such as Augustus at hand.62 This implies that since her mind was 
inebriated, she was not fully aware of what she was saying. Moreover, the 
battle is not mentioned in the context of the elegy, only the preliminary 
threats and the aftermath. This is hardly a commemoration of a glorious 
victory. 

In the final section (D), lines 57-72, which rehearse the grave dangers 
that Rome had faced in the past, and had overcome, Propertius heightens 
his criticism and mockery of the Roman citizens for being enslaved by 
fear of a drunken tart, unmindful of their previous victories. Unlike Jason, 
Achilles, Hercules and the Babylonians, not to mention (by implication) the 
elegist himself, whose women are at least noble and worthy, the Romans 
have no excuse for their a b j e ~ t n e s s . ~ ~  'Fearing or yielding to  what (or who) 
is superior is not cowardice but prudence' (Gurval 192). There is nothing 
prudent, however, in fearing Cleopatra. 

well known in antiquity. For ancient accounts of the symptoms of cobra-bite, see 
Tronson (note 16) 43-45. The vocabulary for the physical symptoms of erotic 
passion described, e.g, in Catullus 51 (cf. Sappho. fr. 59, Bergk), is remarkably 
similar to the ancient descriptions of the symptoms of cobra-bite. 

60. E. Courtney, FLP, 334 (col. 6-7). 
61. C. 1.37.14-16: 

mentemque lymphatam Mareotico 
redegit in veros timores 

Caesar, . . . . . . 
62. The poet's reference to Augustus as a citizen (not a commander!) may be as much 

a nod to the emperor's insistence on his humble political title as it reflects his 
awareness of the latter's limited military capabilities! 

63. Just as the poet distinguishes between the 'good' and 'bad' forms of female 
domination, he also distiguishes between the justifiable m e t w  of the soldier or 
sailor, which contributes to his self-preservation (lines 5-6), and the irrational and 
unjustifiable fear that the Romans had for Cleopatra. See Gurval (note 1) 203. 



6 4 
To c,o~icluck~: 3.11 is not, as some critics h a w  argued, a panegyric, nor 

is it a spont,a.rieous out,pouring of the poet's patriotic f e r ~ o u r . ~ ~  Moreover, 
it tlocs more than simply untlercut Octavian's victory by diminishing the 
stat.urc of 1Iomr:'s 'last cn(my3."" It eff(~ctivc~1y deco~ist~ructs the whole 
Actium myth as a 11011-hattlc ant1 empty triliniph. It is a battle won 
by rlefalilt, by the enemy's rc%rciat ('versas acies'); this is what Apollo 
will c.o~limc?nlorate.~~ Propert,ius. in accwtlance wit,ll his recurring anti- 
w a r  stilricc, rspecially evitlrnt in Book 2 ,  upbraids the Romans for being 
tcworiztd into civil war hy tho Clcopat,ra-myt,li arid Octavian's propaganda. 
l.Tnrlilantl's conject,urcs thus illuliii~mtc our understanding of 3.11 in three 
ways: tliev rcsolve t,he interpretative dificultics of liues 51-54; they validate 
t,ho i11tcq)retation that t,lie elegy is not panegyrical but critical of Augustus 
arid t l i ~  Iiolnans, sincc t,liey drastically shift t,he emphasis of the poem 
frorri ;in ii.t,tack on tho queen alo~ie---~her hyb-ris and lnoral degradation- 
a rnrrc trope: t,o one on  the Roman people. which allowed itself t o  be 
ens l avd  I)y f'car of 01:tavian's nio~ister. Far from being a playful exercise 
and a flippant subversion of t,hc official A~igustan version of events,6s 
the clogy has a serious moral i~11d political purpose. Finally, I suggest 
that, thc~ crowning jewel of August,ns' propagal~tla campaign, the powerful 
ideo lo~ icd  message convcyrd by the. tableau displayed on t,he last day of the 
festival: had such an  effcct 011 t,he popular nleliiory, t,hat it conditioned the 
in t~ rpwta t ion  of the text a t  an early stage of its transmission-early enough 
to l l i ~ ~ r  ~ p p ( ~ a r e d  in t , h ~  a r c h ~ t v l ) ~ .  Elegy 3.11. then, is not a testament 
to Proput ius '  visual react,ion to Oc.t,avian's t,ril)l(> triumph; t,he poet is not 
c-lcsc:ril~irig (as ma.riy h;\.vr t,hought,) what, hc ha.117. Rather, the long-accepted 
(niis)re;~tlir~g of lines 51L54 test,ifcs t.o t,hc potency of Augustan ideology, 
ant1 its lasting impression on t,lie Roman milid. For at least) eight hundred 
yrvtrs  the l i ~ t ( ' ~ t  possible datc! of' the arclictypc~ o r  perhaps much longer, 
tlw rncrnory of a vulgar l)olit,ic,i\l display has obscrrred the poet's subtle 
inc;ight into t,he flimsy yremissc~s of a political rnyth. 

'I'his ; l r t j c  Ie was first del ivcud at  t l ~ v  llicnnial C o u f < ~ r c , ~ i r ( ~  of t,he CASA a t  the University 
o f  tht. Wcslcrn Cnpe in January ;  I!)!)!!. I a m  I I I N C ~  iudebted to my South African 
co l lc :~~ur . ;  for their valualde insights: and  particularly t o  James Butrica who provided 

61. C'T. Ifuhtmrd (note G )  108: '. . . a Ii;rndsol~~e ~ ) a u ~ g g r i c  of ..\ugustus . . . . [Tlhe 
m;ljir~it,udc of  the rescue ~ . l f e c t ~ d  I)v.i\ctiun~ is ~ ~ I a l ~ o r a t e l y  expressed and A .  ,ustus 
t,s;tlred'. Itichardsor~ (note 1 % )  2311 rnnint;li~is that. i t .  was written for t h e  first. 
a r ~ n i v ~ r s a r y  celebration of  he lud? quinquen7~nlc:s in 24, which he (and others) 
WSII I I IP  wlehrat.ed the victory ;it Actiurn. (:;oold (11ot.e 4) 295, note a, agrees. For 
arpurncilts against this notion: s w  (:~u.val (nolc 1 )  119---I23 and 191. 

65 ~ P P  (:amps ( ~ ~ o t e  11) 104; also Sc,l l~c.rcut 4 15 ( r ~ o t r  9) for references. 

fX.  C:f. note 29 above. 

67. Gtrrval (note 1) 205. 

68. Cf. ,\/l;idcr- (note  15) 191 and 200. 



me with a copy of Burman's commentary on the lines discussed above and explained 
some of the problems in the  Propertian manuscript tradition. T h e  interpretation and 
any errors a re  my own. 






